1
00:00:00,700 --> 00:00:07,110
[Music]
2
00:00:18,059 --> 00:00:37,590
[Music]
3
00:00:37,409 --> 00:00:40,668
you
4
00:00:37,590 --> 00:00:40,669
[Music]
5
00:00:42,149 --> 00:00:46,979
walk to emmalin Williams and Steve
6
00:00:43,890 --> 00:00:50,700
Juicin of the swans UFO network so ice
7
00:00:46,979 --> 00:00:53,429
Swan Xia a hot spot for UFO activity I
8
00:00:50,700 --> 00:00:55,290
often get asked that I wouldn't say it's
9
00:00:53,429 --> 00:00:57,719
a hot spot but because there's a is
10
00:00:55,289 --> 00:00:59,549
center of population there's more people
11
00:00:57,719 --> 00:01:01,799
to see things and then for more people
12
00:00:59,549 --> 00:01:03,569
to report things so before we go cities
13
00:01:01,799 --> 00:01:04,649
attend let's take a look before we have
14
00:01:03,570 --> 00:01:05,250
a chat with you because there's so much
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15
00:01:04,650 --> 00:01:07,260
to talk about
16
00:01:05,250 --> 00:01:10,388
let's take a look at this intro
17
00:01:07,260 --> 00:01:10,389
[Music]
18
00:01:41,430 --> 00:01:45,060
so gentlemen first of all thank you so
19
00:01:43,469 --> 00:01:47,760
much for coming on the show now this is
20
00:01:45,060 --> 00:01:49,049
such a fascinating sort of subject we
21
00:01:47,760 --> 00:01:50,609
could talk about it for hours and I was
22
00:01:49,049 --> 00:01:52,259
now as beside Lee we haven't got hours
23
00:01:50,609 --> 00:01:53,879
but if we could just start by
24
00:01:52,260 --> 00:01:55,920
introducing sovereign exactly what it is
25
00:01:53,879 --> 00:01:57,989
you do with the you call it a network
26
00:01:55,920 --> 00:02:00,030
that's right yeah yeah my name is Steve
27
00:01:57,989 --> 00:02:01,609
Jerusalem this is my colleague Jeremy
28
00:02:00,030 --> 00:02:04,260
Lin Williams
29
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00:02:01,609 --> 00:02:07,200
we've both had a long-standing interest
30
00:02:04,260 --> 00:02:10,379
in the subject of UFOs all our lives I
31
00:02:07,200 --> 00:02:13,069
suppose really on Yemen and two years
32
00:02:10,379 --> 00:02:16,139
ago we didn't even know each other but I
33
00:02:13,069 --> 00:02:19,530
retired from my work after 30 years work
34
00:02:16,139 --> 00:02:21,299
I retired so I thought I'd take a bit
35
00:02:19,530 --> 00:02:23,189
more interest in the subject so as the
36
00:02:21,300 --> 00:02:25,230
result of that I started to look around
37
00:02:23,189 --> 00:02:28,020
to see if there was a local club or
38
00:02:25,229 --> 00:02:30,509
organization or perhaps I could join to
39
00:02:28,020 --> 00:02:31,860
further my knowledge on the subject so
40
00:02:30,509 --> 00:02:35,159
looked a few but all of them seemed to
41
00:02:31,860 --> 00:02:36,240
have closed down so the only way forward
42
00:02:35,159 --> 00:02:39,629
seemed to be starting our own
43
00:02:36,240 --> 00:02:43,110
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organization going okay so with that in
44
00:02:39,629 --> 00:02:44,699
mind I started a Facebook page to see
45
00:02:43,110 --> 00:02:45,840
what they are tentatively to see how
46
00:02:44,699 --> 00:02:46,409
many people would be interested in the
47
00:02:45,840 --> 00:02:48,870
subject
48
00:02:46,409 --> 00:02:50,159
the funny part was virtually I think
49
00:02:48,870 --> 00:02:52,170
there's a following day Emily did
50
00:02:50,159 --> 00:02:54,030
exactly the same thing which is quite
51
00:02:52,169 --> 00:02:57,809
coincidental and he started the Facebook
52
00:02:54,030 --> 00:03:00,120
page on the same subject yes or mine
53
00:02:57,810 --> 00:03:01,890
contacted me so he closed both the
54
00:03:00,120 --> 00:03:04,650
Facebook pages and started a new one
55
00:03:01,889 --> 00:03:06,659
which we had a meet in and eventually
56
00:03:04,650 --> 00:03:08,789
these things together and decided to
57
00:03:06,659 --> 00:03:11,129
call it Swansea UFO network so that's
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58
00:03:08,789 --> 00:03:12,299
how the organisation came about okay if
59
00:03:11,129 --> 00:03:13,979
I could just read this year it says the
60
00:03:12,300 --> 00:03:15,930
aim of this one's UFO or network is to
61
00:03:13,979 --> 00:03:18,509
educate streamlet interest and debate
62
00:03:15,930 --> 00:03:21,030
the subject of UFOs and its many off
63
00:03:18,509 --> 00:03:22,799
shots so tell us in I mean it's become
64
00:03:21,030 --> 00:03:24,360
extremely popular isn't it from it could
65
00:03:22,800 --> 00:03:26,880
you say is because of the TV programs
66
00:03:24,360 --> 00:03:30,239
which are on today yeah every channel
67
00:03:26,879 --> 00:03:31,590
yes yeah but but tell us your side of it
68
00:03:30,239 --> 00:03:33,090
from somebody who doesn't perhaps
69
00:03:31,590 --> 00:03:38,250
believe if you want to call it that
70
00:03:33,090 --> 00:03:40,860
worked um well the as I said that the
71
00:03:38,250 --> 00:03:42,989
reason why we started it is to to meet
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72
00:03:40,860 --> 00:03:45,209
people to get people to come forward we
73
00:03:42,989 --> 00:03:47,549
got into living witnesses it's just to
74
00:03:45,209 --> 00:03:49,530
me it's amazed me um how much is going
75
00:03:47,549 --> 00:03:51,209
on there out there that hasn't been seen
76
00:03:49,530 --> 00:03:52,859
there like a day publicly why do you
77
00:03:51,209 --> 00:03:54,289
think that is what's the reason do you
78
00:03:52,859 --> 00:03:55,610
think behind people are coming for
79
00:03:54,289 --> 00:03:58,280
a lot of people a bit nervous but they
80
00:03:55,610 --> 00:03:59,930
with a lot of witnesses don't tend to
81
00:03:58,280 --> 00:04:01,718
report things because they don't want to
82
00:03:59,930 --> 00:04:03,980
be ridiculed they don't to be saw
83
00:04:01,718 --> 00:04:05,628
labeled a nutter
84
00:04:03,979 --> 00:04:08,108
you know is there still frowned upon
85
00:04:05,628 --> 00:04:11,179
then in certain areas would you say oh
86
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00:04:08,109 --> 00:04:13,219
it's getting less so I think this is in
87
00:04:11,180 --> 00:04:14,629
the news there's a lot like this week
88
00:04:13,219 --> 00:04:16,879
there's a thing about this they found a
89
00:04:14,628 --> 00:04:18,019
solar system and about seven planets and
90
00:04:16,879 --> 00:04:20,029
the Goldilocks zone which couldn't
91
00:04:18,019 --> 00:04:21,649
support life says it like it is a
92
00:04:20,029 --> 00:04:25,788
drip-feed condition in the population
93
00:04:21,649 --> 00:04:28,189
that the opening up the idea that there
94
00:04:25,788 --> 00:04:29,209
is there could be life elsewhere well
95
00:04:28,189 --> 00:04:31,399
let's talk a little bit more about that
96
00:04:29,209 --> 00:04:33,168
so NASA have discovered this kind of new
97
00:04:31,399 --> 00:04:35,569
solar system and they all could be
98
00:04:33,168 --> 00:04:37,339
earth-like is what they're saying but
99
00:04:35,569 --> 00:04:39,199
does that not kind of when NASA an
100
00:04:37,339 --> 00:04:40,819
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organization like that kind of given us
101
00:04:39,199 --> 00:04:44,270
facts does that not kind of go well
102
00:04:40,819 --> 00:04:46,459
clearly there must be life out there is
103
00:04:44,269 --> 00:04:48,829
that I don't know I think the general
104
00:04:46,459 --> 00:04:51,379
opinion for the general public's opinion
105
00:04:48,829 --> 00:04:54,589
is what they've been given which is that
106
00:04:51,379 --> 00:04:56,750
nearest habitable planet to earth is
107
00:04:54,589 --> 00:04:58,579
many many light-years away and
108
00:04:56,750 --> 00:05:01,399
consequently nobody could reach us
109
00:04:58,579 --> 00:05:02,829
within a certain period of time but
110
00:05:01,399 --> 00:05:05,750
that's all you go and buy the technology
111
00:05:02,829 --> 00:05:07,899
that is available to us at this one
112
00:05:05,750 --> 00:05:10,129
hasn't time I mean two hundred years ago
113
00:05:07,899 --> 00:05:11,719
we'd be laughed at but if we thought we
114
00:05:10,129 --> 00:05:13,250
were sitting in a television studio now
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115
00:05:11,720 --> 00:05:16,099
transmitting to the public
116
00:05:13,250 --> 00:05:18,459
so I think things have changed we've had
117
00:05:16,098 --> 00:05:20,689
the discovery of black holes wormholes
118
00:05:18,459 --> 00:05:22,189
interdimensional travel I think
119
00:05:20,689 --> 00:05:24,110
scientists are looking to a lot of other
120
00:05:22,189 --> 00:05:25,339
aspect aliens now and if you'd
121
00:05:24,110 --> 00:05:27,229
particularly look at the age of the
122
00:05:25,339 --> 00:05:30,019
universe it's like it's it's more than
123
00:05:27,228 --> 00:05:31,870
twice the age of the solar system know
124
00:05:30,019 --> 00:05:35,569
that there's got to be more advanced
125
00:05:31,870 --> 00:05:36,379
races out there than what we are going
126
00:05:35,569 --> 00:05:38,329
for millions of years
127
00:05:36,379 --> 00:05:40,490
so Talisman moving on to is sort of
128
00:05:38,329 --> 00:05:42,199
certain sightings when is when was the
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129
00:05:40,490 --> 00:05:46,579
last reported sighting here for example
130
00:05:42,199 --> 00:05:48,590
in swansea swansea you're talking to the
131
00:05:46,579 --> 00:05:50,209
right one no because they're hazy alien
132
00:05:48,589 --> 00:05:53,209
has been a great ambassador throw club
133
00:05:50,209 --> 00:05:54,948
because he is the historian reading he's
134
00:05:53,209 --> 00:05:58,399
the one who does all the sort of welcome
135
00:05:54,949 --> 00:06:00,590
science we concentrate on the
136
00:05:58,399 --> 00:06:04,638
geographical area of South Wales for our
137
00:06:00,589 --> 00:06:07,429
study okay and the we've read up over
138
00:06:04,639 --> 00:06:08,180
600 cases now drawn from a variety of
139
00:06:07,430 --> 00:06:10,579
sources such as
140
00:06:08,180 --> 00:06:11,560
books magazines newspaper articles from
141
00:06:10,579 --> 00:06:13,609
the past
142
00:06:11,560 --> 00:06:18,110
witness testimony people telling us
143
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00:06:13,610 --> 00:06:20,900
face-to-face all sorts of sources put up
144
00:06:18,110 --> 00:06:23,030
over 600 I think the last one was
145
00:06:20,899 --> 00:06:24,918
reported in Swansea so last month things
146
00:06:23,029 --> 00:06:27,138
became but that will be aware of in us
147
00:06:24,918 --> 00:06:29,180
right something all the time what what
148
00:06:27,139 --> 00:06:31,250
people see him because I it's weird I've
149
00:06:29,180 --> 00:06:33,168
got a balcony and I kind of see things
150
00:06:31,250 --> 00:06:34,788
and and I'm told my friends like no
151
00:06:33,168 --> 00:06:37,099
that's a weather balloon oh that's Venus
152
00:06:34,788 --> 00:06:40,029
that's cool anything what are people see
153
00:06:37,100 --> 00:06:40,030
I've never seen a weather balloon
154
00:06:43,389 --> 00:06:50,060
nobody well the bones exist as a figment
155
00:06:45,889 --> 00:06:54,650
of people's imagination oh I think we've
156
00:06:50,060 --> 00:06:58,910
got some some pictures of these things
157
00:06:54,649 --> 00:07:04,788
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yeah right this one was from I think
158
00:06:58,910 --> 00:07:06,949
July 2012 think Gary woke up in the
159
00:07:04,788 --> 00:07:09,978
early morning but four o'clock in the
160
00:07:06,949 --> 00:07:11,419
morning in midsummer saw that yeah the
161
00:07:09,978 --> 00:07:12,769
sudden I didn't quite come up yet I
162
00:07:11,418 --> 00:07:14,478
think you can just about see Venus in
163
00:07:12,769 --> 00:07:16,668
the distance cuz there's pretty precede
164
00:07:14,478 --> 00:07:20,779
in the Sun and he saw this black object
165
00:07:16,668 --> 00:07:21,589
just static in the sky they was there
166
00:07:20,779 --> 00:07:23,899
for about 20 minutes
167
00:07:21,589 --> 00:07:29,359
see I would have then been told for the
168
00:07:23,899 --> 00:07:31,069
massive balloon Henry well he was watch
169
00:07:29,360 --> 00:07:33,439
it was there for a good while okay he
170
00:07:31,069 --> 00:07:35,089
went off to do something that you're
171
00:07:33,439 --> 00:07:37,069
this young son I think you better see to
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172
00:07:35,089 --> 00:07:39,288
his son film in the state he came back
173
00:07:37,069 --> 00:07:40,699
and he was gone and he hadn't moved at
174
00:07:39,288 --> 00:07:42,529
all while he was looking at it was just
175
00:07:40,699 --> 00:07:44,270
static in the sky I think there's
176
00:07:42,529 --> 00:07:47,149
another one he skeptics Recinos a bird
177
00:07:44,269 --> 00:07:49,219
but a bird wouldn't sort of stay still
178
00:07:47,149 --> 00:07:51,500
and it didn't even look like a bird this
179
00:07:49,220 --> 00:07:55,039
here is overcome this again was 2012
180
00:07:51,500 --> 00:07:57,110
this is January 2012 a woman was out
181
00:07:55,038 --> 00:07:59,658
walking with a group of people at
182
00:07:57,110 --> 00:08:02,509
Caswell and she was just going on
183
00:07:59,658 --> 00:08:04,848
randomly taking shots one off the other
184
00:08:02,509 --> 00:08:06,800
literally bump shot shot shot on his
185
00:08:04,848 --> 00:08:08,538
only after she got home she was looking
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186
00:08:06,800 --> 00:08:10,699
through the shots and there was this red
187
00:08:08,538 --> 00:08:12,168
ball in the sky and he wasn't there in
188
00:08:10,699 --> 00:08:13,009
the preceding shot he wasn't there in
189
00:08:12,168 --> 00:08:15,198
there in
190
00:08:13,009 --> 00:08:17,000
wow in the shot afterwards still taking
191
00:08:15,199 --> 00:08:19,189
the three seconds afterwards on the
192
00:08:17,000 --> 00:08:20,750
signal so yeah I've got to say time I
193
00:08:19,189 --> 00:08:21,288
believe in a case oh I'm totally loving
194
00:08:20,750 --> 00:08:23,028
all this
195
00:08:21,288 --> 00:08:25,158
a lot of people would say is that a mark
196
00:08:23,028 --> 00:08:27,709
on the lens is it something which you
197
00:08:25,158 --> 00:08:29,329
know this you could give a number of
198
00:08:27,709 --> 00:08:30,288
excuses when she marks her lens it
199
00:08:29,329 --> 00:08:33,468
would've been there in all the shots
200
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00:08:30,288 --> 00:08:34,549
wouldn't it excites okay yeah so if it
201
00:08:33,469 --> 00:08:38,539
was a bullet if it was a balloon
202
00:08:34,549 --> 00:08:40,158
floating by again it's a slow-moving it
203
00:08:38,538 --> 00:08:41,658
would be there in all the shots just in
204
00:08:40,158 --> 00:08:43,399
that one shot that is part of our
205
00:08:41,658 --> 00:08:45,860
investigative work to see if we can
206
00:08:43,399 --> 00:08:48,889
discount other theories incredibly
207
00:08:45,860 --> 00:08:51,199
difficult though I think we we
208
00:08:48,889 --> 00:08:52,940
interviewed a lady in Caswell last year
209
00:08:51,198 --> 00:08:54,708
and she was quite adamant she saw
210
00:08:52,940 --> 00:08:56,300
something very very strange but after a
211
00:08:54,708 --> 00:08:58,008
lot of conversation we managed to put it
212
00:08:56,299 --> 00:09:00,169
down to her the Chinese learnt and it's
213
00:08:58,009 --> 00:09:01,699
possibly a Chinese just like looking
214
00:09:00,169 --> 00:09:03,769
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like likelihood of it being the
215
00:09:01,698 --> 00:09:05,299
challenge so so how do people kind of
216
00:09:03,769 --> 00:09:06,620
get a hold of you and say I think I've
217
00:09:05,299 --> 00:09:08,990
seen something I've got a weird image
218
00:09:06,620 --> 00:09:10,129
what do they then do with it to kind of
219
00:09:08,990 --> 00:09:10,730
will start the conversation with
220
00:09:10,129 --> 00:09:13,189
yourself
221
00:09:10,730 --> 00:09:15,289
um well we've got somebody in our group
222
00:09:13,190 --> 00:09:17,230
that that's pretty good with computers
223
00:09:15,289 --> 00:09:19,429
he can visit photographic enhancement
224
00:09:17,230 --> 00:09:20,569
because quite often somebody will take a
225
00:09:19,429 --> 00:09:23,958
shot like that last one
226
00:09:20,568 --> 00:09:25,610
he'll take a shot and they don't see
227
00:09:23,958 --> 00:09:26,689
anything with the naked eye he was only
228
00:09:25,610 --> 00:09:29,449
afterwards they noticed something's
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229
00:09:26,690 --> 00:09:31,010
there and it's just by chance they
230
00:09:29,448 --> 00:09:33,559
managed to catch it you know kind of a
231
00:09:31,009 --> 00:09:37,250
photo enhancement and brings up what it
232
00:09:33,559 --> 00:09:39,138
is so if via the Facebook if anyone has
233
00:09:37,250 --> 00:09:41,139
god yeah Jesus a Facebook we've also got
234
00:09:39,139 --> 00:09:46,818
a website okay
235
00:09:41,139 --> 00:09:48,350
ww2 fun SS UFO n dot Cote UK great we'll
236
00:09:46,818 --> 00:09:50,328
put that on all our social media for our
237
00:09:48,350 --> 00:09:51,829
people but going back to - how would
238
00:09:50,328 --> 00:09:53,448
this all started you have you found that
239
00:09:51,828 --> 00:09:55,068
there's been a rise in a number of
240
00:09:53,448 --> 00:09:57,229
reports not just in Swansea like you
241
00:09:55,068 --> 00:10:00,740
said but in in Wales overall do you
242
00:09:57,230 --> 00:10:03,589
think that that well last year was very
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243
00:10:00,740 --> 00:10:05,750
busy last year we read it over we had
244
00:10:03,589 --> 00:10:09,500
something like 36 getting off for 40
245
00:10:05,750 --> 00:10:11,750
cases last year before was a bit less
246
00:10:09,500 --> 00:10:13,339
than that so it is whether it is fact
247
00:10:11,750 --> 00:10:15,230
there's more people we get known by more
248
00:10:13,339 --> 00:10:17,420
people so there's more people coming
249
00:10:15,230 --> 00:10:18,740
forward and also perhaps the like you
250
00:10:17,419 --> 00:10:19,969
said the stigma and also people not
251
00:10:18,740 --> 00:10:21,500
being afraid to come out and talk about
252
00:10:19,970 --> 00:10:23,720
it because it is taken so that's the
253
00:10:21,500 --> 00:10:25,519
beauty of a few meetings because we get
254
00:10:23,720 --> 00:10:28,149
new people coming all the time and found
255
00:10:25,519 --> 00:10:30,620
out about the organizations whose me and
256
00:10:28,149 --> 00:10:31,700
they treated almost like in a a meetin
257
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00:10:30,620 --> 00:10:34,370
if you like
258
00:10:31,700 --> 00:10:35,690
and they feel relaxed and they can open
259
00:10:34,370 --> 00:10:37,129
up and perhaps they've kept something
260
00:10:35,690 --> 00:10:38,600
with them for many many years and
261
00:10:37,129 --> 00:10:40,070
they've able to open up and tell you
262
00:10:38,600 --> 00:10:42,019
exactly what happened to them and they
263
00:10:40,070 --> 00:10:43,640
they're not gonna be ridiculed you know
264
00:10:42,019 --> 00:10:45,949
it's a safe haven for them if they like
265
00:10:43,639 --> 00:10:47,990
or are things like ancient aliens on
266
00:10:45,950 --> 00:10:50,360
discovery or history helping people kind
267
00:10:47,990 --> 00:10:51,830
of realize oh it's not just me is a
268
00:10:50,360 --> 00:10:54,560
thing that's kind of being documented
269
00:10:51,830 --> 00:10:55,940
better now those programs out watch but
270
00:10:54,559 --> 00:10:58,929
people who have got have an interest in
271
00:10:55,940 --> 00:11:02,540
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the subject anyway so but that helps
272
00:10:58,929 --> 00:11:04,429
yeah also you find that people will see
273
00:11:02,539 --> 00:11:06,169
something in the sky or have an
274
00:11:04,429 --> 00:11:08,389
experience themselves and they would
275
00:11:06,169 --> 00:11:09,319
start the interest that's going
276
00:11:08,389 --> 00:11:10,730
somewhere thank very much we're gonna
277
00:11:09,320 --> 00:11:12,920
have to have you back in thank you so
278
00:11:10,730 --> 00:11:14,300
much I'll go fixed after the break we're
279
00:11:12,919 --> 00:11:19,539
gonna meet this was University century
280
00:11:14,299 --> 00:11:19,539
with his mind on until 2020 Henry
281
00:11:24,250 --> 00:11:27,320
[Music]
282
00:11:28,850 --> 00:11:30,909
you
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